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Beach Service Reservation System
Silver Beach Towers provides an online beach service reservation system for those who prefer to make advance reservations and
not stand in line early each morning to get a preferred beach location. You will usually be able to get a beach setup (2 chairs and
an umbrella) whether you make an advance reservation or not – an advance reservation only increases the chance you will get
a preferred location (as close as possible to the center of the property). If you choose not to make an online, advance
reservation, you can still reserve setups at the beach hut when you arrive for as many as 7 consecutive days. If your condo unit
comes with a reservation subscription plan you will not be charged for a setup. If your condo doesn’t come with a reservation
subscription plan (of if you require additional beach equipment) then you will need to take either a credit card (preferred), a check
or cash to the beach for payment. You must always take your key FOB to the beach to claim a reservation regardless of
whether or not you make a reservation online or at the beach. The online, advance reservation system can be accessed at
www.silverbeachtowers.org and clicking on “Beach Service Reservations.”
As a means of providing security in the online reservation system, both a condo unit number and an access code are required. An
access code should have been provided to you either by the condo unit owner or the rental management company you used. If
you do not have an access code, please secure one from the reservation agent you used.
When you reach the website you will see the following screen:

After correctly entering both the Unit and Access Code, a screen similar to the following will appear:

After checking the appropriate Reserved Days or Week boxes and completing the other information, the following screen will
appear:

After clicking on the “Reserve” button, if payment is required a screen similar to the following will appear:

The “Enter Payment Information” section may not appear if your beach setup has been paid through a reservation subscription
plan. If payment is required, complete the credit card information and press the “Pay” key to confirm your non-refundable
payment. If payment was successful, a screen similar to the following will appear:

Your beach setup location will be assigned in the priority sequence your reservation was made (the earlier the better). You must
claim your reservation before 11:00 am each day of your reservation period or your reserved location may be assigned to
another guest and you may be assigned a less desirable location when you come to the beach. To claim your reservation
each day you should scan your key FOB with a reader on the sign at the top of the stairs leading down to the beach. After
scanning, the system will verbally instruct you where your setup is located (scanning multiple times is OK). If you encounter
problems, see the beach attendant in the beach hut at the bottom of the stairs.

Enjoy the beach!

